
Trader Clan MIXTAPE  

NFT (Project)
A creative bridge to connect two 
coexisting worlds of Web 3. Music

and Art. There's a love that is
present for both these elements of

creation that powers and ignites
the NFT space. So instead of

fragmenting the two the Trader
Clan MIXTAPE NFTs will be project

that joins them together.

Composition
The project will consist 

of a collection of 13 songs arranged
and organized by Good News Bas
featuring 5 other dynamic artists
and creators that will be revealed

as the release of the project
progresses. 

Each Superhero character who
appears on the musical body of
work will also be coupled with a

unique illustration design based on
who the individual is IN REAL LIFE.
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NFT (Project) Two Pillars
Structuring the

project based on
these two elements of
creation will provide

an opportunity for
NFT collectors and

music lovers to exist
as one. 
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NFT (Project) MUSIC
 So far along my journey

as a rap artist in Web 3
and NFT collector I
have observed the
impact of musical

empowerment through
blockchain on a daily

basis.
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NFT (Project) MUSIC

 
Not only does releasing music

backed by blockchain and
CRYPTO provide a solid

opportunity for music lovers to
take full control of how they can
become more intentional about
how they support artists, it also

gives music supporters more
investing power and leverage to

receive benefits for simply
supporting music they enjoy.  
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NFT (Project) Animation

 
As Founder of this project

with a background in graphic
design I wanted to be as hands

on as possible in regards to
the character animation

aspect without taking matters
into my own hands too

excessively.  
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NFT (Project) Animation

 
So instead of forcing an

overwhelming workload on myself
to create and organize the music

and structure and community
foundation for the project and

creating the characters I enlisted
my personal graphic designer for
the creation of each member of

the Trader Clan.   
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NFT (Project) Matt Hendrixx Art

 
Prior to the creation and idea of what

the Trader Clan MIXTAPE NFTs are.
Good News Bas had been working with

a graphic designer in order to have
animations illustrated of his

(Superhero) BLACK GIZMO character
which in fact happened to be the

protagonist in a 2020 Visions (Ebook
Saga) Good News Bas had began

writing in 2020 during the quarantine.     
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NFT (Project)

 
From the year 2020 to date Good News

Bas and Matt Hendrixx Art had been
working together coupling music

releases with highly detailed
illustrated artwork long before any
Good News Bas content media had

ever made it's way to the blockchain as
NFTs.  The work relationship between

Founder and Graphic Designer is
strong, consistent, and thriving.     

Trader Clan Works

Matt Hendrix has
illustrated and designed

each character of the
Trader Clan MIXTAPE and
will also be designing the

characters for a small spin
off Trader Clan NFT

collection called Gizmo
Cart that will drop prior to

MINT. 
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NFT (Project)

 
The Trader Clan MIXTAPE NFTs will not
go live on the blockchain until at least

250-500 WL spots have been given out
to early supporters.     

Building community and a ecosystem
for this project to thrive in is first

priority.     

1000-1500 Trader Clan MIXTAPE NFTs
will deploy to the blockchain.

Roadmap
Free Claim (Gizmo Cart Release)

Workshops NFT & WL Giveaways & Games
(Community Building)

Mint

Release Trader Clan (Ebook) (Free
for Holders)

Release Trader Clan (Comic) (Free for
Holders)
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Join Smwg Enterprises Discord
Unlock your inner Superhero

SCAN HERE


